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MIDDLE EAST STAFF COLLEGE

In a former Palestinian hotel, higH up in mountains overlooking the sea, is the

Middle East Staff College where many of the more senior officers of the Mediterranean

and other theatres of war receive their advanced staff training

To the general public, it is one of the lesser-known training centres of the MEF,

but nevertheless a vital one in the present days 'of amphibious and air warfare when

"brains are every Lit ns i-rac: pant as strength.

Here were brought to '-he surface many of the master minds which sank Rommel in the

sea of tactics and made possible the invasion of Sicily and Italy, Many an organising

genius learnt, in this Staff College, to develop powers of administration and

planning which are now keeping our armies smoothly supplied and maintained* Here, too,

were forged some of the links which tie the Army and the Air Force into one effective

striking forcej r although the Middle East'Staff College is comparable with the

Intermediate Staff Colleges at Quetta and Camberley and carries on their same fine

traditions, it is unique in 'chat the students and the directing staff ore drawn from two

services.

Today there are large numbers of Army and RAF students learning to be Staff officers

of the Grade 2 (Major) level, c:c its equivalent in the RAF. They are a cosmopolitan

gathering drawn from the IT. S, A*, North Africa, M.E.F., South East Asia, Poifcrce

and Syria os well as from the battlefields of Italy and the aerial battle-front of

Western Europe* Side hy side, officers of many. Allied nations both Army and Air

study the practical problems of warfare. There are British, Canadian, Austrolion, New

Zealand, South .African, Rhodesian, Indian and other Empire countries represented, In

addition, most of the Allied notions, including Poland, Fighting France, Jugo-Slavia

and Persia hove sent officers., as also has the Royal Egyptian .Air Force * The prestige

of the Middle East Staff College stands high and Allied armies are keen to send their

more promising officers there
o
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The average age of the students is a little more than 30 and that of the

directing staff r instructors,(all of whom are of the rank of Lt, Col, wing Commander

or above) only a year or two more* All directing staff and students arc men of exper-

ience in Army or RAF matters and it is a special feature of this college that all are

able to meet and pool their ideas and knowledge. At no other military college in the

world is there such a representative gathering of experienced campaigners. Mention

Eritrea, Madagascar, El Elamein, Marcth, Singapore, Crete, the Ruhr, the Battle of

Britain or any other noteworthy campaign or bottle and either the directing staff or one

of the students will be able to say "I was there".

Tho system adopted for instruction and discussion is based upon syndicates of

seven or eight students who work together under the guidance of the directing staff.

Each student takes it in turn to be chairman of the syndicate when discussions are

taking place on a precis -or lecture. As far ns possible each syndicate is organised so

as to embrace men with knowledge of varying types of warfare and from as many different

Arms as possible. In this way team-work is encouraged and the staff officers of the

future learn to appreciate and understand the other man’s point of view.

Particular!;, is this pooling of experience ecnouraged as'"'between airmen and

soldiers. They are told on arrival at the college that they are there to give as well

to receive. The Commandant (Brigadier H.R.H. G-reenfield) in his opening address at the

start of a new course, said recently;

"This is a joint Army and RAF Staff College and we have a great opportunity to work

together and to learn something about the other service. We are extending still further

the system under which officers of both services work on purely Jimy and purely RIP

exercises, as well as on the exercises such as seaborne operations which are common to

both. Tho object of this is twofold. Firstly, although it is unlikely that after you

leave here you will be called upon in practice to carry out the duties of a staff officer

in the other service, the work that you do here will show you something of the problems

of the other service and therefore increase your knowledge of it and help you to realise

its capabilities and limitations*

"Secondly, if you are ?in do to "work in close contact over a long period with

officers of the other service, you will get to know" those officers intimately* Nothing

makes you. undersi id another person’s good and bad points so well as going through a

period of stress in close association with him".

The Middle Eost Staff College has "been running since 1940. Its site was specially

aelected by Middle Host C-HQ ns being ideally suited to nil-the-ye nr round training in
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association with the RAF. It is close to the sea, fer co-operation q±th the Royal

Navy, and in the middle of some of the most perfect battie-training country in the

world. The main premises, a former hotel, are excellent. They include 2 large

lecture halls, museum of enemy equipment, map room, a series of syndicate rooms,

reference library, offices for the commandant and directing staff as well os adequate

messing accommodation for all.

The .students sleep in nearby blocks, each named after noteworthy commanders

Wavell, Tedder, Cunningham, Auchinleck, Platt, Freyberg, Blarney, etc. Several months

hard work is tempered by vigorous exercise for it is. impressed upon them that physical

fitness is as essential as mental alertness.

For ppurposes of training, the college is divided into three wings Nos 1 and 2

are Army, and No 3# RAF* Instruction is, of course, largely secret, but it may be said

that to begin with the Army students study staff duties and the organisation of the RAF

and the different arms of the service. Then, staff duties required in the various

phases of war, and internal security, followed by instruction in the training of troops.

The RIF students also learn staff duties and army organisation followed by exercises

dealing with the different RAF commands. Later in the course, both Army and Air Force

officers are instructed in combined and joint exercises. Army and Air Staff adminis.ro-

/tion'ure studied together and there is no differentiation between the various types cf

work or 'between the members of the directing staff .

Just as every care is token over the selection of candidates for the Staff College,

so very careful attention is paid to the appointing of the directing staff. These

officers are dealing with acute brains which require an equally high standard of

intelligent instruction. ■,

Nevertheless there is nothing academic in the training. The directing staff arc

encouraged "to unbend" and to mix freely with the students. At the beginning of each

course they even ease the slightly-tensed atmosphere by presenting an instructional

ple.ylo t demonstrating How Not To Run A Syndicate and How to Run One properly.

Probably nowhere else in the world can one see a play acted by a complete cost of

it,Colonels and Wing Commanders with a Colonel as comperel

iit the end of the course, the students are placed in a "pool" ready for posting to

various army and air duties. Very often they go back to the command or unit from •which

Jr.g outie, with, of course, the increased responsibilities which the qualification "S.C"

■uter their name entitles them. Others go to theatres of war elsewhere home, if they

' lucky, or uo any cf the other bottle-fronts including Chino one! S.E.Asia. They fill

-uch oppointments os brigade Mojo*'; General Staff Officer 2nd Grade; Deputy Act.Adjutant
General; Deputy j)ot: Quartermaster General, either in field formations cf static areas,
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Before they leave, the commandant addresses then and concludes vvith some homely

advice on the more human aspect of the work which they have to do as the stafx officer

of a general.

"Some Commanders, during periods of stress, work themselves to a standstill ana

refuse oil offers of food and drink and other creature comforts" he warns, "At such

times, it may be the duty of the staff to insist, tactfully, that the commander is

looked after properly and fed and rested. The care and maintenance of the commander

is sometimes a difficult task".

Again, in another word of advice, he says "All staff officers should cultivate
„

the art of reading a map in a car travelling at 40 mph, which, as you know, is not an

easy matter. Commanders usually expect their staff to find the way for them and few

things are so.likely to cause irritation or to shake the commander’s faith in the

infallibility of his staff as a few mistakes over map reading. Commanders do dislike

being landed in a cul-de-sac where it is impossible- to turn the cor,"

In conclusion he says "Strange as it may sound, some gemmandors appreciate an

occasional pot on the back, So if you think that- some operation or move or exercise

originated by your HQ lias gone well,' it does no harm to let your commander know the

general opinion, And, lastly, in the nature of things commanders are somewhat set

opart and are sometimes rather lonely men. They appreciate being treated as human

beings and value the friendship of their staff. You will find that like other

intelligent creatures, they respond well to kindness".

So it is, equipped with hard experience, careful training and friendly words of

advice, the students leave to become second grade staff officers, or "GSO 2s" os they

are known in the Army,

Experience ha-s shown that some of the best staff officers passed but from the

Middle East Staff College have been lawyers or barristers before joining the .Army,

Some served in the ranks as regular soldiers for several years before the war• They

passed through the college and in at least one instance - that of an officer who was

/

a Sergeant when war broke out - have' returned to take up an appointment on the directing

staff as a Lt, Colonel,
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